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Abstract: Male and female players may have different game characteristics and performance. The first two
shots of a rally in badminton have tactical importance. The aim of this study is to identify players' actions
and behaviors and to assess differences in serve and return between the genders on the international level.
We observed 15 male and 15 female matches from top international badminton tournaments. A notational
analysis was used while observing the serve type, return type and the point winner. Male players hit the
backhand short serve in 91 % of points and female players started the point mostly with the forehand long
serve (58 %). Both genders won 50 % of the serving points. The distribution of return type is quite equal
among the drop, lob, clear, smash and net shots in female matches. While returning a short serve, the lob
was 4-5 % less efficient than a net shot in both genders. Women can try to use backhand short serve more
often as we found the highest efficiency of all the serve types.
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1. Introduction
Badminton is a fast and dynamic sport that
involves quick reactions, fast movements and highspeed shots. Previously it was reported, that the
rally in badminton has on average 5-9 shots [1-4].
The first two shots of a rally in badminton have
tactical importance. The player can serve different
types of serves and hit various types of return shots
that impact the outcome of the rally [5, 6]. The most
common serve in male competitions is the short
serve [7]. The short serve should fly as low as
possible over the net towards the service line to
avoid the receiver’s high impact point [8]. The long
serve has a high ball trajectory towards the baseline
(long service line) forcing the opponent to push
back and hitting his return shot from the back of the
court. The long serve is usually indicated by a
server’s backswing unless it is a flick serve (the
server indicates to serve a short serve, but he hits a
long serve with a minimum backswing and a lower
trajectory to surprise the opponent). The serves can
be played either by a forehand or backhand. The
high serve is usually more used in female matches.
Differences in game characteristics have been found
between the elite male and female matches [1]. The
return shot can be either offensive or defensive,
depending on the serve quality. It depends if the
receiver can intercept the short serve above the net,
or if he/she can smash the high serve. Other basic
shots are drop, lob, drive, clear or net shot.
Notational analyses of the matches can
provide important information about the game
performance or game characteristic, which can be
useful for a scientist and coaches [1, 9, 10]. It has
been proposed the male and female players have
different game characteristics, strategy and tactics
[4, 11]. The aim of this study is to identify players'
actions and behaviors and to assess differences in
serve and return between genders on the
international level.

2. Method
2.1 Materials and Procedures
We observed 15 male and 15 female matches
from top international badminton tournaments
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(World Championship 2017, All England Open
2017). The male players were aged 25,6±4,7 years
and had a mean world ranking of 43,3±46,8. The
female players had a mean age of 22,4±3,9 years
and the world ranking 7,8±19,6. This study was
approved by the Ethics Committee at the Faculty of
Physical Education and Sport, Charles University.
A notational analysis was used while
observing matches. The matches were available on
the internet (youtube.com). The quality of the
streamed matches was considered satisfactory for
the subsequent analysis. I case of an unclear
situation, we had the option to review the action.
The analysis was done by one independent
evaluator, who was an expert badminton player and
coach. In total, we analyzed 1241 male and 1251
female rallies.

2.2 Data Analysis
We analyzed the first two shots of the point,
i.e. the serve and return shot. We observed
following variables (1) serve type, i.e. short, flick or
long serve; (2) serve execution i.e. forehand or
backhand serve; (3) return shot type, i.e. drop,
smash, lob, drive, clear or net shot; (4) point winner
(to assess the efficiency). Data were analyzed using
frequency analysis.

3. Results and Discussion
The servers, both male and female players,
won 50 % of their serving points. Details provide
table 1. Female players had lower efficiency when
they served from the left side. In male matches,
there was no difference between the efficiency of
serving from the right or the left side.
Male players used only 3 types of serves
compared to 5 types of serves in female matches
(details in table 2). Similar to [4, 12], we found that
in most cases men preferred to serve a backhand
short serve (in 91 % of rallies), but conversely,
women mostly served forehand long serve (in 58 %
of rallies). In our study, the female players used the
short serve in 38 % of cases (forehand and
backhand short serve with even distribution).
Valldecabres et al. [4] reported that also women
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used the short serve most, which can be attributed
to specific analyses of one match (World
Championship final) only. Interestingly, the women
reached the highest efficiency when they served the
backhand short serve. Various strategies are taking
part in women’s matches and the long serve tactics
and forehand serves make the game characteristics
different between the genders. The return shot is
based on the serve type delivery. Like in other
sports [13], the receiver needs to react as soon as
possible.

Male players need to return the short serve
and therefore the lobs and net shots are the most
common (Table 3). The male players used the lob
return more often compared to female players. That
agrees with Ming et al. [14], who say that men use
more lob shots in the match. However, in our study
we explain this result due to more short serves in
male matches and therefore players hit more shots
from the front part of the court close to the net.
Male players had a poor efficiency to score a point
when they used a drop shot return.

Table 1 Comparison of serving side and
efficiency between the genders
Men
Women
Serving
Frequency Efficiency Frequency Efficiency
side
Right
629
51,0 %
635
52,0 %
Left

612

50,8 %

616

48,7 %

Total

1241

50,9 %

1251

50,4 %

Table 2 Comparison of serve type and efficiency between the
genders
Men
Serve type

Women

Backhand short

Frequency
1131

Efficiency
51,2 %

Frequency
231

Efficiency
52,8 %

Forehand short

27

40,7 %

249

49,4 %

Backhand flick

83

50,6 %

12

50,0 %

Forehand flick

0

-

28

46,4 %

Forehand long

0

-

731

50,1 %

Total

1241

50,9 %

1251

50,4 %

Table 3 Comparison of return type and efficiency
between the genders
Men
Women
Return
Frequency Efficiency Frequency Efficiency
type
Drop
32
37,5 %
229
52,8 %
Clear
14
50,0 %
234
49,4 %
Net shot
578
51,2 %
201
50,0 %
Lob
505
46,3 %
241
46,4 %
Smash
35
62,9 %
268
50,1 %
Drive
38
63,2 %
22
50,4 %
Total
1202
49,5 %
1197
50,9 %
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Allowing the server a net play may offer the
receiver more chances to win the point. However,
the frequency of drop return is very low due to the
short serves in male matches. On the other hand, in
female matches, the drop shot return was very
efficient. The distribution of return type is quite
equal among the drop, lob, clear, smash and net
shots in female matches. This is based on the
server’s strategy and on the chosen serve type.
From this point of view, the serving and receiving
the action is more variable in female matches.
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4. Conclusion
We found differences in players' behavior
and game characteristics between the genders.
Women use mostly the forehand long serve
compared to men, who prefer the backhand short
serve and do not use the forehand long serve at all.
The authors are aware that individual strategy
affects particular matches, match parts and match
development. We have a few suggestions for
consideration based on our results. Women can try
to use backhand short serve more often as we found
the highest efficiency of all the serve types. We
suggest not using the lob return shot very often in
both genders due to lower efficiency.
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